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OF PINS COME FROM A URL  
WITH MULTIPLE IMAGES 

49% 



CURALATE 
Technology 

Visual analytics understands 
the image itself. 

An image-centric approach 
using sophisticated algorithms  
to analyze images down to  

the last pixel. 



CURALATE 
Technology 

Visual analytics ties engagement to products  
- not words, or URLs  

Brands can make actionable decisions  
based on what resonates most.  

The visual approach sees  
almost twice as much  
brand engagement  

as any other approach.  



CURALATE 
Technology 



Analytics CURALATE VISUAL 
MARKETING SUITE  

About the product 

Manage products 
 across 
SOCIAL	

networks 

Marketing  
Tools 

Brand Strategists	


Interactions 

Impressions 
Revenue 

Pin Scheduler 

SuperPin 
Contests 

Canvases 



LANDING PAGE SUMMARY 

Metrics without 
context. 

How will my top 
content be displayed   

with multiple 
social networks? 

How will I  
know what social  
networks are here? 



ITEM VIEW 

Obstructs left 
navigation. 

ISSUES 



ITEM VIEW 

Covers large portion  
of the screen. 

ISSUES 



Item detail view 
below image. 

ITEM VIEW SOLUTION 



Links to  
comments and, 
campaigns.  

Search, Gallery View, 
List View. ITEM VIEW SOLUTION 

Create custom tags. 
Organic keywords. 

Ability to view  
trending data. 

Total 
impressions 
across social 
networks. 

Enlarged image. 

Retained universal 
share feature. 



Curalate wants to use 
this space to claim 
credit for impressions  

they generate. 

Metrics about brand 
not in context. 
Focus/Context. 

CLAIMING  
CREDIT. 

ISSUES BRAND ACTIVITY 



Product performance details. 

How to introduce this  
on the summary page? 

CLAIMING CREDIT BUSINESS STRATEGY 

How to make this 
meaningful to the user? 

useful? 

Impressions driven by 
Curalate products. 

usable? 



UX RESEARCH SALES CALLS USER FEEDBACK INTERVIEWS 

U01 

"and this is one thing that has always 	

bothered me, is the fact that when you're 
looking at the data say you're Gap Inc and 	

you see this massive spike on June 24th 	

and it's great that that spike happened 	


but what does that really mean and 
why 	


did that happen is really tough to get to.”	

 

“I want to figure out what 	

happened on that day." 



U02 

UX RESEARCH SALES CALLS USER FEEDBACK INTERVIEWS 

	

”the dashboard should make it 	


really really simple for a social media 	

manager to go in on a daily basis and 	


look at numbers and take action. 	

But then also the ability for it to be 	

insightful for someone at a much 	

higher level. And so for the social 	

media manager to be able to send 	


something to their boss really quickly 	

or dig a bit deeper to show them 	


the more important metrics." 



“having a real true summary 	

of everything that's happening is 	

number one but number two is 	


being able to drill down into each 
individual platform. “	


UX RESEARCH SALES CALLS USER FEEDBACK INTERVIEWS 

U03 



	

"the whole social media thing is kind	


 of radical right now. not giving us a lot 	

of time to deal with stuff." 

UX RESEARCH SALES CALLS USER FEEDBACK INTERVIEWS 

U04 



UX RESEARCH SALES CALLS USER FEEDBACK INTERVIEWS 

U04 

Look at numbers and take action. 	

	


What does the data mean? What happened on that 
day? What should I do?	


U03 

U01 

U02 

Have a real true summary AND be able to 
drill down into each individual platform.	


Not having time to deal with stuff.  Very busy.	


SUMMARY 



Highlights Curalate  
product use via 
campaigns.  

Visual feedback to user  
when not connected  

to a network. 

BRAND ACTIVITY ITERATION #1 

Gives user context 
for timeline data. 

Secondary navigation 
organized by 
social networks. 



Visually display  
brand impressions. 

Visual feedback to user  
when not connected  

to a network. 

BRAND ACTIVITY 

Retain key  
Summary metrics. 

Secondary navigation 
organized by 
social networks. 

Display proportion of  
impressions driven by 
Curalate products. 

Display range achieved  
using Curalate products 
by brand’s competitors. 

Call to action for  
user to learn more 
about maximizing the 
Curalate product suite. 

ITERATION #2 



& A Q 
ANY QUESTIONS? 



THANKS. 
FOR YOUR ATTENTION JOIN ME 

@kararennert 
kara.rennert@gmail.com 
linkedin.com/in/kararennert/ 


